The turn of the past millennium is a time of unprecedented liquidity in the social and cultural global morphology and in its conceptual understandings. It is hence a time of disturbed, therefore reconstructed, established modes of self-identity and related ideologies, Nationalism prominently included. A major engine generating this fl ux is the extensively rehashed G word, Globalization, which has a profound impact on the re-organization of the economic and demographic world-order, and consequently on the life worlds and collective identities of human societies worldwide. It occurs mainly through the new connectivity afforded by the rapid growth of Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs), and through diasporization, afforded by the new permeability of borders and the ensuing massive traffi c and re-location of people.
One of the unsung features of the current Globalization processmuch unlike former historical manifestations of Globalization-is the speed with which it develops, in both reality and scholarly research. When McLuhan came up with the groundbreaking notion of a "global village", it connoted-and to some minds still does-a one-way process of homogenization worldwide by a hegemonic Western/American civilization. It meant the "Lexus" overpowering the "Olive Tree", "McWorld" antiquating Jihad, CNN towering over local or state sponsored broadcasters of events and opinions.
However, following on rapidly from the initial fascination with that term, research has come to recognize this all-engulfi ng process as triggering reactive responses of assertive localism, a "countermovement of indigenization", by both national and sub-national groups. In realization of this counter-process the binary model of local/particular vs. universal/homogenized was introduced in critical theory. That too, before long, was sidelined as further study of the variety of empirical cases showed that the process and the outcome of globalization are much more complex than simply a polar tension, and the binary model of global-particular is too simplistic to serve as a useful analytical tool. The awareness of such complexity is expressed in the new terms current in scholarly discussion, such as "creolization" and "hybridity", and mostly in Ronald Robertson's concept of glocalism. 1 In the main the term has been used to denote the "in-between" space, or blended manifestations of the meeting between the polar opposites of universalism and particularism (even though the latter is probably no longer purely local). A third space is produced of a hybrid culture, a new global-local nexus.
As this interaction proved to be a constant and dynamic process of 'becoming', further notions were developed in the scholarly literature to deal with its defi nition. Arjun Appadurai has broken the spaces in the new world order to "ethnoscapes", produced by fl ows of people, "technospaces", machinery and plant fl ows, "fi nancescapes", produced by the rapid fl ow of money, "mediascapes", fl owing images of information, and "ideoscapes", linked to the fl ow of images associated with ideologies. 2 Manuel Castells 3 developed the notion of the hegemony of the (non-bordered) "space of fl ows" over the "space of place" (which is territorially defi ned and controlled), and Jonathan Friedman that of "identity space". 4 The hegemony of
